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KUWAIT: Renowned European Consumer Electronics
& Home Appliances brand Vestel has launched their lat-
est technological products in Kuwait through their dis-
tributor Easa Husain Al-Yousifi company in a glittering
ceremony conducted here in Kuwait’s Radisson Blu
Hotel in the presence of key top management officials
from the companies, other Kuwait government officials
and senior diplomats from the Turkish Embassy. Vestel
has ensured their commitment to Kuwait market
through this event wherein series of ground-breaking
products were also demonstrated to the entire business
community.

Re-defining the scope of home appliances
The Kuwait launch, the very first launch Event for

Vestel brand in the GCC region, showcases a lineup of
consistent innovations that perfectly fits in the era of
intuitive and intelligent living. These developments offer
a richer, more refined user experience that rapidly
transforms homes & enables users to enjoy seam-less
living with the feeling of an affordable luxury. 

Vestel’s multi-door refrigerator with vacuum bag and
fermentation module won the best innovation award
also in the last CES exhibition in Las Vegas, USA. “We
plan to bring all the innovative technologies to Kuwait,
as Kuwait market is always passionate for the new tech-
nologies and quality brands. Thanks to Vestel’s mighty
R&D capabilities, we are happy to be associated with
such as world class brand in Kuwait market”, added
Wael Deeb, General Manager of the Electronics depart-
ment at Easa Hussain Al-Yousifi company.

“Technology and innovation are in our DNA at
Vestel Group. We listen carefully feedbacks from con-
sumers who want something beyond a conventional
product. Vacuum bag and fermenstore  are the answers
of this approach of Vestel for instance” said Volkan
Karacali, Deputy General Manager of Vestel, Turkey.
“As we designed these new products, we considered all
aspects, from look and feel to user delight in order to
ensure we’re offering families top innovations that make
their daily lives more convenient,” he added.

Vacuum bag technology provides eight times longer
food freshness. Shelf life is essential for consumers.
Besides that millions of foods are wasted because of
oxidation. Generally foods like sausage, cheese and
steak are not fully consumed in a single use and their
life begin to go down once their package is opened.
Bacteria and harmful microorganisms grow fast in the
aerobic environment. However, vacuum method could
prevent oxygen to touch the food. So the food can be
fresh for longer. Vacuum bag feature provides us to
vacuum our residue foods, so they can be kept fresh
and healthy. This feature is easy to use and also easily
accessible. 

Vestel Ferment Store technology is the solution for
anyone who’s ever wanted to produce fermented food
but can’t have the ideal conditions and space.
Technology offers users ideal conditions for fermenta-
tion and storage. Refrigerators turn into a food factory
for a new level of home-made foods. Like (yogurt, kefir,
bread dough, vinegar, pickle) foods fermentation func-
tions are possible with Ferment Store technology.  All in

one technology; after the fermentation, foods will be
chilled and stored at just right conditions. Multi-func-
tional; Ferment Store zone also has cooling and freezing
functions. Healthy-eaters’ best friend fermented food is
rich in probiotics which helps restore balance in the gut
and aid digestion and immune health.   

“We strongly believe that there is clear need in the
Markets to consume quality, affordable Products which
are truly futuristic too. Vestel commits to provide lead-
ing technologies & building on its existing strengths to
shape a new era where innovation & smarter integra-
tion across its device ecosystem will deliver Consumers
personalized experiences to transform their everyday
living,” added Abhineet Tiwari, Managing Director of
Vestel Electronics Gulf, sales subsidiary of Vestel
Group in the region.

The world class unique experience 
of cooking appliances 

Vestel also showcased truly innovative world class
products in the cooking arena in the same Event both
built in and free standing type. Vestel’s proprietary
unique cooking technology of HeatWrap  drew much
attention in the event. Patented Heat Wrap technology
provides a unique cooking experience by evenly cook-
ing at 5 different trays simultaneously which is ideal for
large families. Besides, the Heat Wrap technology pre-
vents odor mixture for up to 4 different kinds of dishes
while cooking at the same time. It is possible to cook
fish; cake and pizza at the same time, and still enjoy a
perfect cake. For single tray dishes the versatile Heat

Wrap feature allows the same cooking results at any
tray level. 

Also Vestel’s unique technology in cooking is
patented Hot Air Shield; to solve a common problem for
the built-in ovens, Hot Air Shield technology creates an
air curtain between the control panel and bottom of the
oven door and protects the user from being exposed to
hot air when the oven door is opened.

Vestel also having their pioneering technology in the
washing machine and dish washer product segments
with their Twin Jet, Pyrojet and EcoWash technologies
where it make Vestel products world class energy effi-
cient keeping the low carbon emissions. Vestel also
show cased latest Condenser and Heat pump based dry-
er technology in the function which is preferred in the
European market today for their best energy efficiency
and eco-friendly stance. In Kuwait, consumers are now
changing to Condenser dryer technology from outdated
vented dryer technology. Vestel also announced that
soon they would be launching in the Kuwait market, the
detergent less washing machine and dish washers
through their proprietary technology invented through
their unique water electrolysis system as Hydro Charge
(r) technology which drew much appreciation in the
whole industry during all recent exhibitions.

“Suitable Lineup has already been introduced in the
Kuwait Market and we will continue to add value to
People lives here. We follow a motto Every Home
Deserves Vestel and  we will continue to push the limits
in Kuwait too,” added Sonny Peter, Regional Sales Head
at Vestel Electronics Gulf.

Vestel Electronics unveils new era of 
technological innovations in Kuwait

Easa Husain Al-Yousifi & Sons Company to distribute latest Vestel products in Kuwait

Asian plane 
makers struggle
to take off in
crowded market 
SINGAPORE: Asian plane makers have
thrown huge sums at building jets but flagship
projects have suffered repeated setbacks, and
they face a tough time breaking into a market
dominated by established players. The Asia-
Pacific region is the world’s biggest aviation
market for commercial aircraft and Japanese
and Chinese firms have embarked on pro-
grams to build their own planes.

Asia’s two biggest economies are home to
myriad companies making hi-tech goods,
from cars to smartphones, which in many cas-
es have succeeded in rivalling Western firms.
But when it comes to building planes-which
requires mammoth investment, years of
painstaking development, and rigorous safety
standards-progress has been slow. 

The companies at the forefront of the
Asian drive, Japan’s Mitsubishi and Chinese
state-owned manufacturer COMAC, have
both seen their flagship projects delayed for
years. China “could be successful in 10-15
years but at this time, the odds are not really
in their favor”, Shukor Yusof, founder of
Malaysia-based aviation consultancy Endau
Analytics, told AFP.

“The international market is just too satu-
rated with aircraft from the established manu-
facturers so there’s very little space for new
players.” Asia’s biggest air show in Singapore
this week was-as ever-dominated by
European plane maker Airbus, US manufac-
turer Boeing and a handful of smaller, mostly
Western manufacturers.

Chinese manufacturers had a good reason
for not making much of an impression-they
were forced to pull out because of a ban on

travellers from China due to the coronavirus
outbreak, which has killed around 1,400 peo-
ple and infected tens of thousands.

‘Very long race’ 
Mitsubishi Aircraft Corporation was

showing off a mock-up of the interior of its
SpaceJet, the first version of which was origi-
nally due for commercial rollout in 2013. After
repeated delays, Japanese carrier All Nippon
Airways had finally been due to receive the
first of the SpaceJet M90 aircraft in the mid-
dle of this year. 

But the model suffered its sixth delay this
month, with the first delivery now expected
next year at the earliest. The setbacks, due
mainly to technical glitches, have raised the
development cost for the plane to an esti-
mated 800 billion yen ($7.3 billion). Steve
Haro, vice president and head of global mar-
keting and strategy at Mitsubishi Aircraft
Corporation, said that more than 900
changes had made to the aircraft’s original
design.

But he added that a milestone had been
reached as the latest version was ready to be
certified by regulators. “We’re really at the
place where we’re crossing the finish line of a
very long race,” he told AFP.

The plane is for short, regional flights-
such as between a major hub and smaller
airports inside the same country-and its
main rival are aircraft made by Brazil’s
Embraer, he said.

“We’re not interested in competing with
Boeing on the large airplanes, or Airbus. We
see ourselves meeting a vital market seg-
ment that has really been ignored too long,”
added Haro. Over 400 orders had already
been received for the M90 from around the
world, he said.  

Missing the boom 
Meanwhile state-owned Commercial

Aircraft Corporation of China (COMAC)’s
flagship jet has been delayed at least five
years and analysts believe it is likely to miss
its 2021 schedule for the plane’s first delivery

to a customer. The single-aisle C919 is
designed to compete with the Boeing 737 and
Airbus A320, the favored workhorse of budg-
et carriers. The manufacturer says there are
815 of the planes on order, largely from
domestic carriers. But it will face particular
challenges in winning approval from US and
European regulators to operate international-
ly, and gaining public acceptance outside its
home market, said Shukor of Endau Analytics.

The manufacturers are missing out on a
boom in air travel in the Asia-Pacific, where
increasing affluence combined with cheaper
flights mean the numbers of people flying
regularly is soaring.

Demand for new aircraft is expected to
exceed 39,000 over the next 20 years, with
42 percent of the deliveries to carriers in
Asia, according to Airbus projections.

Still, delays are to be expected in the
industry, said Janesh Janardhanan, aviation
specialist with consultancy Frost & Sullivan.
“Aircraft are complex systems and some level
of teething issues are common with new pro-
grams,” he said.

He said there is still room for new players,
as passenger numbers are forecast to grow
strongly, but cautioned: “Barriers to entry
are high.”  —AFP

SINGAPORE: Exhibitors standing next to the Spacejet
model display at the Mitsubishi Aircraft Corporation
booth during the Singapore Airshow in Singapore.
Asian plane makers have thrown huge sums at
building jets but flagship projects have suffered
repeated setbacks, and they face a tough time
breaking into a market dominated by established
players. —AFP photo

Airbus defense 
division to start
talks on job cuts
MUNICH: The head of the defense busi-
ness of Airbus said he would start talks
with labor representatives next week on
job cuts, as the German-based group
retrenches following setbacks with its
A400M military transporter. “We will
enter the first talks soon with the
European works council,” Airbus Defence
and Space chief Dirk Hoke told Reuters in
an interview cleared for publication on
Saturday, adding that negotiations would
then take place at national level.

Recurring technical problems with the
A400M led the German air force to refuse

delivery of two of the aircraft last autumn.
The group has also taken a 1.2 billion euro
($1.3 billion) charge on the worsening
sales outlook, with a German ban on
defense exports to Saudi Arabia causing
Airbus Defense and Space to lose a
promising potential customer, said Hoke.

German-headquartered Airbus
Defense and Space, formed in 2014 as
part of a broader restructuring, employs
34,000 staff - 13,000 of them in
Germany - and contributes around a fifth
of revenues to parent group Airbus. “The
works councils know that I will fight to
keep every job I can. We won’t come
with disproportionate numbers,” Hoke
said.  Job cuts would depend on capacity
utilization and project pipeline at different
facilities: “Here I have to tell local politi-
cians that the guarantees to keep plants
open that many of them demand depend
on projects.” —Reuters

Britain in talks 
with CRCC on
high-speed line
LONDON: The British government is in

“preliminary discussions” with the part
state-owned China Railway Construction
Corporation (CRCC) to help build the con-
troversial HS2 high-speed link, according to
the Department of Transport. “The DfT is
always keen to learn from the experience of
others and to consider approaches that
offer value for money to the taxpayer,” said
a ministry official, confirming reports in
Saturday’s Financial Times. The department
added that no “concrete commitments”
had been made. London finally approved
the new high-speed rai lway l ine on
Tuesday, with full construction work to
begin in April following years of delays,
a f ter  Pr ime Min is ter  Bor is  Johnson
backed the project.

He said the entire HS2 line linking
London to central and northern England
would go ahead, rejecting criticism of a bal-
looning price tag and impact on the envi-
ronment. “If we start now, services could be
running by the end of the decade. So
today... the cabinet has given high-speed
rail the green signal,” he told the House of
Commons.

The CCRC wrote to rail chiefs last month
in a letter seen by Building Magazine saying
it could construct the line five years earlier
than scheduled for a much reduced price.
“We are certain that we can offer a cost
that is significantly lower than the projec-
tions we have seen,” the magazine quoted
the letter as saying. “The advantages are
too great, in our opinion, too great to dis-
miss on the basis that there are obstacles to
overcome. “You will find that the Chinese
way is to seek solutions, not linger on obsta-
cles and difficulties,” it added. An independ-
ent review into the scheme, currently the
largest infrastructure project in Europe, esti-
mated it could cost more than £100 billion
($129 billion, 118 billion euros). —AFP


